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of the legality of such a test. Zoll's overture
under the circumstances was a not-so-subtle
pressure on. McKenney to abandon the idea.

In fact, the moves by Byrne's office and
by ChiefJustice Zoll were both unusual and
highly irregular. The prosecution sent its
memorandum to Judge McKenney "as a
courtesy." according to a remark reportedly
made by Assistant District Attorney James
P. Hayes. head of Bvrne's special drug
prosecution section. Yet in all cases. civil as
u,ell as criminal. nothing should be filed with
the Court bv one side unless a copy is
sinrultaneously served on the opposing side.
Anv communication by one side with the
judge rvithout the other side's knowledge is
r.ridell considered to be a clear violation of
accepted legal ethics. In this case, defense
counsel \\'as never served with a cool ol'the
district tttorne\'s nremorandum. So. Oteri
\\'as never given an opportunity to argue that
it was legal lor McKenney to conduct such a
test.

Furthermore. it is a highly questionable
tactic for a pros€cutor to trv to keep the trial
judge from acquiring knowledge about the
disputed facts of a criminal case by threaten-
ing the judge that if he proceeds with his in-
quiry. he might be in violation of law and
hence might be in violation of the Canons of
Judicial Ethics and subject to discipline and
even disbarment.

Finally. even Chief Justice Zoll's tele-
phone call to Judge McKenney was of ques-
tionable propriety. for it too can be seen as
constituting an improper communication to
the trial judge with an eye toward influenc-
ing the ultimate verdict. Five years ago
Superior Court Justice Vincent Brogna was
severely reprimanded for not reporting
promptly a communication from
then-Superior Court Justice Edward De-
Saulnier seeking to influence Brogna's
sentence in a criminal case. DeSaulnier was
ultimately forced off the bench for his role in
the affair. Brogna was reprimanded even
though there was no claim that he in any
way acted out of corrupt or improper
motives.

The result of all of this pressure on Judge
McKenney was to force him to drop his
cocaine test plan. McKenney, rather
diplomatically, did not publicly blame his
change of mind directly on either Byrne or
Zoll. Rather, he said that'he was dropping
the plan because "as well-intentioned as my
purpose was, the resulting and widespread
publicity so distorted the entire idea that it
began to take on the dimensions of a circus
act." In the process, ofcourse, truth-finding
suffered a severe setback. and the defendant
lost the opportunity to offer some very sub-
stantial evidence in support of his case.

McKenney's plan was probably legal. lt is
basic to our criminal law that before a crime
is comnritted, the perpetrator must be shown
to have possessed a criminal intent. Surely,
no sensible person would consider a judge,
seeking the truth about a defendant's serious
constitutional contention by trying out the
drug in question, to have the requisite
criminal intent to be in violation of the law.
A judicial proceeding is clothed with all
kinds of immunities that would not
otherwise protect an ordinary person's con-
duct. During the course of a trial, the
cocaine seized from the defendant is placed
into evidence and is given to the court clerk
for safekeeping. No one has ever claimed
that the clerk is in violation of the drug
possession laws !

There is in fact a recent case in which I
was defense counsel that provides some
precedent for the legality of McKenney's ex-
perinrent. The defendant in that cocaine case
requested that his own expert chemist be
given a sample of the seized drug that the
prosecution claimed was cocaine, in order

that the defendant could determine whether
it was in fact cocaine. or whether it was
some other. perhaps legal, drug. If the
defense could prove that the drug was not
cocaine, or even cast doubt on the
prosecutor's claim that it was cocaine. he
would be entitled to an ac<luittal. The
United States Attorney claimed rhat it
would be in violation of the drug laws for the
defendant's expert chemist to be in posses-
sion of the cocaine "standard" needed for
the chemical comparison with the seized
cocaine sample. and that such a test could
not be lawfully done. Federal District .ludge
Joseph L. Tauro rejected these arguments
and ordered that the defense chemist be
supplied with a sample for testing. Referring_
to regulations requiring that only persons
licensed to do drug experiments could deal
in such drugs, .ludge Tauro stated that such
restrictions "do not include experimenla-
tion. let alone experimentation of the limited
scope contemplated here." He ordered that
the government turn over a sample of the
suspected cocaine to the defendant's in-
dependent chemist.

The idea that trying cocaine would
destroy McKenney's impartiality is simply
another way of saying that once the judge
learns the truth about cocaine. whatever it
is, he should be disqualified from using that
information in deciding the case. That is ab-
surd. lt is never improper lor ajudge to open
his eyes during the course of a trial in order
to seek and learn the truth. What is im-
proper is for a judge to start out a trial with
a closed mind and refuse to listen to reason.
In the arena ofdrug prosecutions and trials,
closed and prejudiced minds holding that
cocaine is a killer are more of a problem
than opened minds willing to put common
perceptions to the test of reason and ex-
perience.

Why then was such pressure exerted to
cancel the exoeriment?' The answer doubtless lies in the great fear
that if McKenney tried the cocaine and dis-
covered no deleterious effects on himself. his
public pronouncement of that fact would be
equivalent to an announcement that the
emperor, indeed, has no clothes. The drug
law enforcement industry. including
legislators. judges, lawyers, police, narcotics
agents, informants, dru! counselors, psy-
chiatrists, doctors, and others who make
pdrt or all of:theirliving,from enlbrcement
of the numerous state and federal drug laws,
has been engaged in a massive publicity
campaign to increase public awareness of
"the cocaine problem." The cocaine
problem suddenly came upon us when "the
marijuana problem" started to recede. After
decades of hearing government narcotics ex-
perts rant and rave about the dangers of the
"killer weed," millions of people began try-
ing marijuana themselves. As the public
scare diminished, legislatures downgraded
the seriousness of marijuana offenses and
courts looked unfavorably on the thousands
of small pot busts being made by police and
clogging our already congested criminal
courts. The narcs had to have somethine to
do again.

| | Judge McKenney actually tried
cocaine. was none the worse for the ex-
perience and said so publicly, a serious blow
would have been dealt to the fantasy
perpetuated by the government that there is
a serious cocaine problem necessitating
vigilant, harsh legislation and enforcement
(and, of course. more and more money). The
drrrg law enforcement industry, like any
bureaucracy, needs to grow.

The forced cancellation of Judge.
McKenney's courageous and truth-seeking
proposed experiment was a mistake.
Rational inquiry into the insanity of our
drug laws has been postponed again. I


